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Abstract
Tata Steel Ltd. India (TSL) import raw material, such as coal and flux, from various part of the globe.
Raw materials are shipped from various international Load Ports (LP) to various Discharge Port (DP) of India.
Raw materials are further transported from DPs to various Plants, across many parts of India, over Rail. TSL incur
approx. $570 million each year as logistics cost excluding raw material cost.
The logistic network is extremely complex which involves 10+ LPs, 5 DPs, 15+ Product group, 5 Plant and
5 Vessel type. On the top of this complex business rules are applicable such as a vessel can be loaded in multiple
LPs and discharged at multiple DPs; a vessel can carry more than 1 materials; each type of vessel have different
load carrying capacity, freight and their availability also varies; inventory level have to be maintained at DPs and
Plant; a minimum guaranteed unloading have to happen at DPs else penalty have to be paid; limited numbers of
rake at various port, plant; Material handling capacity at Plant.
All these rules make logistic planning and execution extremely complex and wrong decision would lead to
millions of excess costs. A software suite was developed, which is a combination of Multi-layer Mixed Integer
Program (MIP), Heuristics and Discrete Event Simulation solution at the backend and web based front end. The
suite used tools such as AIMMS (CPLEX solver), AnyLogic, MS SQL Server and .Net. The suite helps in long
term planning of Vessel and Rake which lead to least logistics cost; scheduling of Vessel and Rake which leads
to healthy inventory at plant, DPs, and least cases of bunching (queuing) of rake at Plant. The suite helps reduce
logistic cost by 0.5 – 1 %. It also has secondary benefits such as automation, reduced time of planning and what
if scenario generation.
Keywords: Mixed Integer Program (MIP), Discrete Event System Simulation (DES), Supply Chain
Logistics, Optimization

1. Introduction
TSL India manufacture various grades of steel in multiple plants (Jamshedpur, Kanlinganagar and
Angol etc.). There are 3 major raw materials required for steel production these are coal, flux, and iron
ore. A steel grade would depend on 2 components i.e. manufacturing process and raw material grade
used. Hence changing any of the component would lead to a different grade of steel. TSL get iron ores
supply mostly from Indian mines. Few grades of coal and flux are imported whereas rest of the grades
are sourced from Indian mines. The below diagram shows the typical logistic network
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Fig 1: TSL inbound logistic network
As seen in the above diagram that a material can flow through multiple nodes before reaching the plant.
A simple logistic flow would be of a domestic grade material from a domestic mine to a plant through
rail flow. A complex flow would be of an import grade material LP1 – Ocean Flow – LP2 – Ocean Flow
– DP1 – Ocean/Coastal Flow DP2 – Rail Flow – Plant1. A typical flow would be somewhere between
the illustrated simple flow and complex flow.
TSL have contract with overseas mines, domestic mines, vessel owners and Indian Railways (IR). TSL
have supply contract with mines. TSL hires various types of vessel from vessel owner for transportation
between LPs and DPs. The final leg of transportation is railways for which TSL get service of IR. TSL
also have stock yard at DPs and plants. The SY stores the raw material. Various types of logistics cost
would be incurred by TSL such as ocean fright, rail freight, contract penalty and stock yard related cost.
TSL India have a complex inbound supply chain. Having demand of multiple products at the plant adds
more complexity. Mines of these product are spread across the globe. There are different modes of
transportation available such as ocean flow, rail flow and coastal flow. TSL must honour their contract
with various player in the supply chain. There are many complex business rules which must be followed.
All these makes the supply chain extremely complex.

Raw materials are unloaded in the plant using machines which are called track hopper and tippler. Plants
have limited number of track hopper and tippler which unloads the rake. Getting rakes more than the
unloading capacity of track hoppers and tippler would create a long queue of unloaded rake in the plant
and they’re by long waiting time of rake. This would lead to demurrage, which would be charged by
IR.
Planning and execution of logistics is a task of immense importance since a poor planning/execution
would lead to problems such as low/high inventory, stock out and high supply chain cost. There could
be multiple reason which would lead to the above stated problems such as not selecting the right types
of vessels, getting too many vessels during a period, wrong mix of products in a vessel and wrong
contracts etc. Planners at TSL spend lot of efforts on logistics planning. These helps them reduce on
logistics cost and maintain a healthy amount of inventory. Further optimizing of logistics can’t be
achieved by manual planning and hence the requirement to build a planning and execution model is of
utmost importance. TSL incur approx. $570 million each year as logistics cost excluding raw material
cost. The objective of the model is to reduce logistic cost, automate the planning process and quick
turnaround time.
The section 2 covers the literature review. Section 3 covers the business problem and how it is converted
into a suite of mathematical models. This section also covers the how models are connected to each
other. The next 3 section talk about the model in a bit detail.
2. Literature Review
Supply Chain for an organization is defined as the flow of materials (raw materials, tools) from source
(suppliers) to the end customers (finished products) with a set of value addition process in between. To
manage the supply chain is to ensure that the raw materials are procured timely in a required quantity,
the resources used in manufacturing process are well utilized, and the finished product is delivered to
the customer satisfying demand of quantity, quality and on-time delivery. All the above objectives must
be achieved efficiently i.e. to say by incurring costs as minimum as possible and reaping maximum
benefits to the organization.
“The goal of a supply chain should be to maximize overall supply chain surplus. Supply chain surplus

is the difference between the value generated for the customer and the total cost incurred across all
stages of supply chain.”-Chopra and Meidl [7]. Supply chain management encompasses planning for
various things. It might be demand planning (e.g. forecasting), network optimization, transportation
planning (e.g. routing), production planning among others. It would be ideal to have a single planning
or mathematical model that integrates all these planning, but it becomes very complicated very fast even
for a small organization. Hence, a practice of segregating various planning processes is generally
followed. Here, we address on such problem which is to plan the logistics for a subset of raw materials
for TSL.
Various tools and techniques are available at-hand of the planner for carrying out the supply chain
planning. Planning can be done by manual intervention based on one’s own understanding of the
business at one end of the spectrum or an be done by using a software that takes into consideration all
business requirements and gives a partial/fully automated solution at the other end. Planning done
manually can be tedious and inconvenient given the amount of data and business requirements and
would require re-work if there is any change in the input. On the other hand, planning that is automated
provides benefit in terms of time, flexibility to run multiple scenarios and a reliable solution backed by
mathematical logic.
One of the key functions in supply chain is transportation of goods and raw material. “Transportation
is a significant component of the costs incurred by most supply chains. According to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics (BTS), “over 19 billion tons of freight, valued at $13 trillion, was carried over
4.4 trillion ton-miles in the United States in 2002.”-Chopra and Meindl [7]. A good transportation
planning can provide a minimum cost of transportation and reduce impact on other costs such as
inventory costs, lost sales and the cost of material itself. Transportation problems modelled

mathematically can be addressed using various techniques such as exact algorithms, heuristics,
simulation, or mathematical optimization. We have used a combination of optimization and simulation
to address the problem discussed here.
One of the widely used planning technique are LP or MIP formulations. A business problem is
abstracted as an objective that is to be achieved subjected to business rules (constraints). Decisions are
to be made to achieve this objective. This business problem is then translated into a LP/MIP
formulation. A formulation is called an LP if all the decision variables can take values that are real
number (often a non-negative real number). LPs can be solved in polynomial time complexity. But, as
in the case of our application the formulation happens to be an MIP. MIP requires some or all the
decision variables to take integer(discrete) values. Currently, there is no known polynomial time
algorithm to solve MIP. Hence, solving an MIP can be a time-consuming affair, causing inconvenience
to the user to use the model for multiple scenarios or using the model frequently for re-planning. We
have tackled the above issue by solving a series of MIPs, using modelling techniques, pre-processing,
post-processing of data to reduce the running time while minimizing the impact on the quality of the
solution.
It is also important to note that a business rule can be modelled as a mathematical constraint in multiple
ways. The choice of the constraints can have a significant impact on the running time and memory
requirements for the model. We have been cognizant about this fact while modelling our problem. [8]
represents the importance of this in context of Capacitated Facility Location Problem.
The kind of simulation techniques used in supply chain planning is discrete-event, system dynamics
and agent-based techniques. In discrete-event simulation the process is modelled as sequence of events
triggered timely or conditionally. The agents which are subjected to the process or a part of it
experiences these events. The discrete event simulation modelling is useful in modelling randomness
of the system to analyse bottlenecks in queueing, performance of various sub-processes, resource
requirements. It is a cost-effective tool to model a future scenario in order to gain a confidence in a plan
if implemented.
As discussed in introduction (section 1), we are addressing transportation planning that involves
multiple-products, multiple-modes, and a time-horizon. [1] discusses a similar transportation problem
involving multiple-products and multi-mode transportation problem using Benders decomposition.
Here the dimension of planning time-horizon and the rule of routing of material through multiple source
and discharge nodes is not addressed in the MIP formulation. [2] addresses multi-commodity, multimodal logistics with time horizon using a MIP model and proposes two heuristics algorithms. One
heuristic is based on Lagrangian relaxation and other is based on fixing of variables iteratively. The
experiments conducted here considered short-term planning horizon of 15 days. [3] considers the
problem of multiple-products transportation along with production costs such as fixed (setup) and
variable costs (production and inventory) across multiples production and customer sites across the
planning horizon.
AIMMS[6] is a tool used to develop mathematical optimization models and provides additional features
such as domain conditions, sensitivity analysis, etc. and an ability to build a dashboard to provide inputs
and analyse model results.
3. Business Context and Solution Approach
There are multiple players, resource, and cost in logistic planning. This section tries to cover few of
them. This section also covers the business context, project objective and solution approach.
3.1 Resources
There are multiple resources in entire inbound supply chain network of the TSL. We would discuss few
of them in bit detail.
3.1.1

Product

Coal, flux, and iron ores is a product class i.e. they are at the top of the product hierarchy. They can be
further divided into product basket and then product grade.

Fig 2: Product Hierarchy and Various Coal grade under PHCC basket
All three products class i.e. coal, flux and iron ores have product basket and product class. Consumption
of raw material at plant takes place in product grade level. All the three raw materials are used to produce
steel of various grades.
A coal grade can be replaced by another coal grade from the same product basket in case the former
grade in unavailable. However, grades within a basket will always have priority. Example say
Goonyella grade has the highest priority and T-Premium has the least priority for production of a
specific grade of steel.
3.1.2

Mines

Mines are source of raw material. Mines can be further be classified into overseas and domestic mines.
Domestic mines are spread across India whereas overseas mines are outside India. A product grade
soured from overseas mines is called import grade product.
3.1.3

Ports, Ocean Flows and Coastal Flow

Port is a place where vessel (ships) are loaded/unloaded with raw material. We have classified the ports
based on its operation. There are 2 types of port i.e. Load Port (LP) and Discharge Port (DP). A LP is a
port where raw material is loaded. Generally, they are close to mines. Loading in the LP can be of two
types i.e. a vessel can get loaded fully in one LP itself or a vessel can get loaded in 1st LP partially and
then moves to 2nd LP for further loading. The former case is called one port loading whereas the latter
case is called two port loading. LPs in two port loading are termed as 1st LP and 2nd LP.
A DP is a port where unloading of a vessel takes place. A vessel could get unloaded fully in a DP or
partially in a DP. One port unloading is the term used when a vessel gets completely unloaded in one
DP. Multiple port unloading is the term used when a vessel gets unloaded in more than one DP. DPs in
multiport unloading are termed as 1st DP, 2nd DP and 3rd DP.

A vessel movement is called Ocean Flows when raw material is loaded in LPs and unloaded in DPs. A
vessel movement is called Coastal Flows when raw material is loaded in a DP and unloaded in DPs.
This also means that a DP can be a loading port.
Raw material flow between a LP and DP is termed as ocean flows if raw material is loaded at the LP
and unloaded at the DP. The vessel is called an ocean vessel. Vessel getting loaded in one DP and
unloading in another DP is termed as coastal flow.
Usually a LP is an overseas port and a DP is a domestic/Indian port.
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Fig 3: Port and Flows
3.1.4

Vessel

Vessels are used as a mode of transportation of raw material between ports. TSL hire vessel from vessel
owner. Vessel are classified based on their load carrying capacity. The below table capture the vessel
types and their capacity. A port can’t accommodate all vessel type. This is due to many factors; one
such factor is vessel and port draft.
A vessel has multiple holds. A hold is a space where cargo is stored. Only one raw material can be
stored in a hold.
Vessel Type
Cape
Panamax
Supramax
Baby Cape

Max Load (KT)
160
78
56
110

Table 1: Vessel type and its Capacity
3.1.5

Plant and Rail Flows

TSL plants manufacture steel from iron ores. Coal and flux with iron ores are used in the steel
manufacturing process. This leads to consumption of raw materials in the plants. Import grade products
are transported from DPs through rail network. Domestic grade products are transported from domestic
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mines through rail network. A rake usually carries only one product grade however sometimes it can
also carry 2 product grade.
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Fig 4: Plant and Rail Flows
3.1.6

Stock Yard

Raw materials are stored in the Stock Yards (SY). TSL have SYs in DPs and Plants. SYs have upper
bound on volume of raw material that can be stored.
3.1.7

Rake Unloading in Plant

TSL have unloading machines which are deployed to unload loaded rake. These machines are called
track hoppers and tipplers. An unloading machine would be engaged in unloading one rake at a time.
TSL have limited number of these machines this leads to limited unloading capacity. Getting rakes more
than the unloading capacity of track hoppers and tippler would create a long queue of unloaded rake in
the plant and they’re by long waiting time of rake.
3.2 Cost and Penalties
There are many cost factors which would have a significant impact on logistics planning. Few of the
cost component are as follows
3.2.1

Ocean Freight and Coastal Freight

This is the freight paid to the vessel owner for transporting raw material between ports. TSL would
incur ocean freight for ocean flows. Coastal flows would lead to coastal freight. This can be further
classified into 4 legs i.e. freight between LP1 & LP2 (2 port loading), LP & DP, DP1 & DP2 (multiport
unloading) and DP2 & DP3. Ocean freight varies by vessel type and material.
3.2.2

Port Handling Charge

Loading and unloading of vessels at port would lead to handling charge. Handling charge would depend
on factors such as port, material, and vessel type etc. Both ocean flow and coastal flow would incur
handling charge.
3.2.3

Demurrage Vessel and Rail

Vessel usually wait in a queue before a berth is allotted. Unloading of raw material take place in the
berth. Vessel owner penalize TSL if the waiting time in the queue exceed a threshold value. Example,
say the threshold value is 24 hours, then no penalties if the waiting time is less 24 hours.

Loaded rakes get unloaded in the plant using track hopper and tippler. TSL have a contract with the
Indian Railways. TSL must return the unloaded rake to Indian Railways within a fixed duration. Indian
Railways penalize TSL in case the latter is not able to return the rake with that duration. Arrival of many
rakes simultaneously at the plant can lead to this problem.
3.2.4

Rail Freight

TSL uses Indian Railways rake for transportation of raw material to plants from DPs and domestic
mines. Freight is incurred by TSL for rail transportation. Rail freight depends on product class.
3.2.5

Overseas Mines Penalties

Overseas mine have volume contract with TSL. TSL must procure at least a fixed quantity of raw
material from the mine. Mine would penalize TSL in case the latter procure lower than the fixed quantity
of material. No penalties in case material procured is more than the fixed quantity
3.2.6

Discharge Port Penalties

TSL have volume contract with DPs. DPs would penalize TSL in case the volume contract is not met.
Example say the contract volume is 1000 KT and TSL import 800 KT from the DP during the year. DP
would penalize TSL on 200 KT of raw material.
TSL maintain stock yard near the DPs. Stock yards have limited storage capacity. TSL temporary buy
more storage in case the volume unloaded in DP exceed the stock yard capacity.
3.2.7

Plant Penalties

Plants have stock yards which stores raw materials. They have limited storage capacity. It is always
desirable to keep stock level lower than the stock yard capacity.
3.3 Project objective
There are multiple objectives of this project. This section discusses few of the major objectives.
3.3.1

Long Term Vessel Planning

This is the most important objective of this project. The vessel planning is carried out such that
consumption requirement at plant is satisfied. There are many other business requirements which must
be met while planning vessels. We discussed few business requirements in the above section such as
stock yard capacities, contract with mines, ports & vessel owners, healthy inventory, and available
vessel type & their capacities.
Planning activities is for approximately for a year. A good plan is the one which satisfies all the business
requirements and have the least cost. Cost is a sum of all the above costs and penalties discussed in the
above section 3.2.
The expected output is a detail vessel schedule which would have information such as vessel dispatch
date from LP, arrival date at DP, vessel type, product & quantity carried etc.
3.3.2

Medium term Rake Planning and Product Grade Level Consumption

TSL schedule the monthly consumption of raw material at grade level and this is based on production
schedule. A coal grade can be replaced by another coal grade from the same product basket in case the
former grade in unavailable. However, grades within a basket will always have priority. The objective
to schedule grade consumption based on production schedule, grade priority, grade availability at plant,
DPs & mines, and rake availability.

Monthly level raw material transportation from DPs and mines are planned through rakes. The objective
is to satisfy raw material consumption at plant and healthy inventory at plant. Many factors must be
considered while planning. Few of the most important consideration is availability of raw material at
DPs & mines and availability of rakes at DPs & mines.
3.3.3

Daily Level Rake Schedule to Reduce Queuing at Plant

Loaded rake wait in the queue before getting assigned to an unloading machine. The objective here is
to reduce waiting time of loaded rake in queues. Many factors would impact the waiting time. Few
factors are departure time of the rake from DPs & mines, transit time & volatility, inventory level,
concurrent queue at plant, jobs assigned to track hoppers & tippler, material handling capacity of track
hoppers & tippler and planned maintenance etc.
Decisions related to incoming rake assignment over track hopper & tipplers are taken to reduce waiting
time in queue, which is turn would reduce the demurrage.
3.4 Solution Approach
The business problem was divided into 3 modules, each module is termed a Minimum Viable Product
(MVP). Each MVPs objective is to meet the business requirements i.e. MVP-1 would target objective
specified in section [3.3.1], MVP-2 would target objective specified in section [3.3.2] and MVP-3
would target objective of section [3.3.3]. Two different department of TSL would be using this tool.
MVP-1 would be used by one department whereas MVP-2 & MVP-3 would be used by another
department. This section explains the MVPs approach to meet the business objective
3.4.1

Minimum Viable Product – 1

In this MVP-1 the objective to generate a long term (12 months) planning of vessel such that demand
requirements are met and overall cost is least. Rake flows are also considered in this MVP due to 2
major reason. Firstly, a major part of cost is generated due to rail flow between DPs & mines and Plants.
Secondly, rail is the only mode of transportation of raw material for plants.
MVP-1 plans vessel flows, rake flow, coastal flow such that raw material consumption at plant is
satisfied, healthy inventory is maintained at DPs and total cost is minimized. Only import grade coal
and flux was part of this module and hence domestics mines were not considered. This module also
tries to minimize waiting time at the port which would help reduce demurrage. The below figure
explains the MVP-1 briefly.
A solution developed for this MVP consists of 2 optimization models, 4 heuristic algorithms and an
integration module to read, process and write data.
There module recommend vessel, coastal and rake plan for the entire planning period. The plane would
be a daily level recommendation i.e. detail vessel schedule (ocean and coastal) which would have
information such as vessel dispatch date from LP, arrival date at DP, vessel type, product & quantity
carried etc. The output would also have a detail rake plane i.e. date of dispatch from DP, arrival at Plant,
product & quantity etc.
The solution was developed using AIMMS with CPLEX solver, .Net, SQL Server and Python. User
would access the model using a .Net based UI. User can enter data on the UI, which in turn get stored
in the data base. AIIMS based optimization model would read the data from data base and run 2
optimization model sequentially. The optimization model is Mixed Integer Program (MIP). Output from
the 2nd optimization model would be used as input into the 4 Python based heuristics model. The final
output would be saved on the data base. Use would access the output through the .Net UI.
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3.4.2
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This Module have 2 Mixed Integer Program. The 1st MIP recommends which grade of raw material
should be consumed each day for an entire month. A grade can replace another grade from the same
basket however urgency should be given to highest priority grade and numbers of switching of grade
should be least. This module considers least number of switching, more importance to high priority
grade and logistics constraints to recommend grade level daily consumption schedule for a month.
The 2nd MIP uses the recommendation on grade level consumption from 1st MIP. It recommends daily
level rake plan for a month. It would contain detail such as departure date from DP/mines, arrival date
at plant, material, and quantity to be loaded in a rake etc. It considers multiple business requirements
while recommending the rake plan, such as available rakes at mines/DPs, available stock at DPs, Plant
consumption and stock yard capacity at plant.
Both the MIPs are developed in AIMMS with CPLEX solver. Use would enter the data and see output
on a .Net based UI. The data is stored in SQL Server database.

Fig 7: MVP-2 Business Context and Scope
3.4.3 Minimum Viable Product – 3
The last module is a simulation-based optimization module developed in Anylogic software. The
module recommends assignment of loaded rake to track hopper & tipplers which would lead to least
waiting in queue thereby reduced demurrage.
A Discrete Event System Simulation (DES) model is developed. The models mimic the real world by
generating resources such as Rake, track hopper, Tipplers, and yards etc. It also develops the complex
interaction between the resources
4. Vessel Planning using MVP-1
This section covers the problem formulation of most important business requirement. The MVP-1 have
2 MIP models and 4 heuristic. The 1st MIP is most critical piece
4.1 First MIP of MVP-1

This a multiple node and multiple period network optimization model.
Few Important Sets:
Set of 1st Load port LOF, index using lof
Set of 2nd Load port LOS, index using los
Set of all Load port LOA, index using loa
Set of Ocean vessel type STO, index using st
Set of Coastal vessel type STC, index using stc
Set of 1st Discharge port DPF, index using dpf
Set of 2nd Discharge port DPS, index using dps
Set of 3rd Discharge port DPT, index using dpt
Set of all Discharge port DPA, index using dpa
Set of time-period T, index using t. The entire planning period (1 year) is dived into 24 period. 1 period
consist of 15 days
Set of Plants P, index using p
Set of Product PD, index using pd
Few Important Variables:
V_OceanShipFlaglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd  {0, 1}: 1 if at least one vessel of type st carries a product pd
between the ports lof, los, dpf, dps, dpt during the time period t
V_OceanShipCountlof,los,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t  I : number of vessel of type st between the ports lof, los, dpf, dps,
dpt during the time period t
V_OceanQuantityLoadinglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd  R: quantity of product pd loaded from loa on vessel of
type st and which is travelling between ports lof, los, dpf, dps, dpt during the time period t, where loa
 lof  loa
V_OceanQuantityUnloadinglof,los,st,dpf,dps,dpt,dpa,t,pd  R: quantity of product pd unloaded at dpa from vessel
of type st and which is travelling between ports lof, los, dpf, dps, dpt during the time period t, where
dpa  dpf  dpS  dpt
V_DpInventorydpa,t,pd  R+: quantity of closing inventory of product pd, in port dpa at time period t
V_PlantInventoryp,t,pd  R+: quantity of closing inventory of product pd, in plant p, at time period t
𝑉_RakeQuantitydpa,p,t,pd  R+: quantity of product pd, transported from discharge port dpa to plant p,
during time period t
V_lpContractInsuficientloa,pd  R+: max{0, P_LpContractVolumnloa,pd – volume of product pd loaded
from load port loa during the planning period, where P_LpContractVolumnloa,pd is the volume contract
between TSL and load port loa. Volume imported below this quantity would get penalized
Some important Constraints:
∑𝑝𝑑  PD ∑𝑙𝑜𝑎  LOA V_OceanQuantityLoadinglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd =
V_OceanShipCountlof,los,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t × P_VesselCarryingCapacityst

where VesselCarryingCapacityst is the maximum load carrying capacity of vessel type st. This
constraint would make sure that the total quantity of loaded products from primary and secondary load
port in vessel type st equal multiplication of count of vessels of type st and carrying capacity of vessel
type st
,

V_OceanQuantityLoadinglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd >=
V_OceanShipFlaglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd × P_VesselMinQuantityCarryingst
, where P_VesselMinQuantityCarryingst is the minimum quantity of product pd to be carried in a vessel.
This constraint makes sure that if a product of type pd is loaded in vessel type st from port loa and
carried between ports lof, los, dpf, dps, dpt during the time period t than the quantity would be atleast
equal to a minimum threshold.
∑𝑙𝑜𝑎  LOA V_OceanQuantityLoadinglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd =
∑𝑑𝑝𝑎  DPA v_OceanQuantityUnloadinglof,los,st,dpf,dps,dpt,dpa,t,pd
, this constraint would make sure that total loading of product pd from load port loa equals total
unloading of product pd in load port dpa
V_DpInventorydpa,t,pd - V_DpInventorydpa,t-1,pd =
∑𝑙𝑜𝑎  LOA ∑𝑙𝑜𝑠  LOS ∑𝑠𝑡  STO ∑𝑑𝑝𝑓  DPF ∑𝑑𝑝𝑠  DPS ∑𝑑𝑝𝑡  DPT
V_OceanQuantityUnloadinglof,los,st,dpf,dps,dpt,dpa,t,pd
- ∑𝑝  P 𝑉_RakeQuantitydpa,p,t,pd
, this is a node balancing equation at the discharge port i.e. inflow into the port should be equal to
outflow from the port
V_PlantInventoryp,t,pd - V_PlantInventoryp,t-1,pd = ∑𝑑𝑝𝑎  DPA 𝑉_RakeQuantitydpa,p,t,pd
-

P_PlantConsuptionp,t,pd

, where P_PlantConsuptionp,t,pd is the consumption of product pd at plant p during the time t. This
constraint is the node balancing constraints at plant.
There are other contains which keeps the inventory healthy at discharge port and plants. Few other
constraints ensure that number of vessels and rakes used is always between the lower and upper bound
specified by the user. Load port volume contract penalty is captured using the below constraints
V_lpContractInsuficientloa,pd >= P_LpContractVolumnloa,pd ∑𝑙𝑜𝑎  LOA ∑𝑙𝑜𝑠  LOS ∑𝑠𝑡  STO ∑𝑑𝑝𝑓  DPF ∑𝑑𝑝𝑠  DPS ∑𝑑𝑝𝑡  DPT ∑𝑡  T ,
V_OceanQuantityLoadinglof,los,loa,st,dpf,dps,dpt,t,pd
Objective Function:
Objective function is the sum of all logistic cost and penalties. Logistic cost consists of Ocean freight,
handling, coastal freight, and rail freight. Penalties consists of vessel demurrage, LP and DP volume
contract penalties, Excess and low stock penalties etc.
5. Conclusion
This tool helps in planning and scheduling of vessel, rake which in turn leads to reduction of total cost.
The tool has made the planning process an automated job which is a quick and easy to use tool. Reduce
man-hour required for logistic planning and consumption scheduling. A detail report on cost break up
is also made available which help to identify places where major cost is incurred. Upfront visibility of
inventory status for the entire planning period is available. Reduction of logistics and inventory cost by
1-2% i.e. ~16 crores of saving annually
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